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1. An executive summary of the project:

2. A description of the location (City(s), County(s), etc.), proposed service areas, parners
involved and anticipated improvements.
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3. Goals of the project and community need to address including whether the proposed area is
unserved or economically distressed or what the compelling need is, if served.

4. The proposed infrastruture and access improvements planned, including the number of
proposed connected premisees and community anchor institutions, businesses, or other
organizations and the recipients to be served by the project.
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5. The short and long-term investment benefit to the community and service area proposed.


	1: 
	0: Rainbow Communication has included in the grant application two areas of interest to expand fiber to rual Kansas residents.The first includes a fiber extension from the City of Hiawatha. Rainbow will construct Fiber infrastructure south of Hiawatha for 3.37 miles along Linden Road. This Fiber extension would provide High Speed 1Gx1G Fiber internet connection to 28 Residents and 6 Businesses along the route. These businesses include two locations for the City of Hiawatha Water Treatment plant, Hiawatha County Club, Pederson Seed & Sales, and two subscribers working from home. The second includes buried fiber drops to a Rainbow  Redundancy Fiber Ring route running south of Troy Kansas down Hwy 7 into the city of Atchison. The addition of drops along this route would provide High Speed 1Gx1G Fiber internet connection to 8 rural Doniphan County residents and 30 Atchison County rural residents in addition to two Atchison County Businesses. 
	1: The first extension running from the Rainbow Hiawatha Fiber infrastructure would provide fiber internet access to the Hiawatha Water Treatment plant. Current available services to the Water treatment plant do not provide adequate speeds to operate efficiently. The addition of fiber availability would allow the city to upgrade equipment in addition to providing redundancy. They are currently utilizing cellular and old copper wiring telephony, as fiber, high speed internet, is not available.  This would make a positive impact on the city of Hiawatha and all the residents of Hiawatha. The access to high speed internet has become increasingly important to doing business remotely. Cloud based tools are demanding more speed to complete customer driven tasks. The extension to the residents and businesses would impact all the residents of Hiawatha, Brown County and Northeast Kansas. The second proposal would impact 8 residents of Doniphan County and 30 residents of Atchison County, in addition to two businesses in Atchison County. With the existing redundancy fiber in place, the grant funds would allow for the drops to be placed to these residential locations along the route.  This would be a positive impact for Atchison and Doniphan County. 

	Text1: 
	1: The Hiawatha/Brown County fiber build will begin at the southern edge of the Rainbow City of Hiawatha Fiber connection along Highway 36 and travel south approx. 3.37 miles. It will include connection to 28 residential subscribers, 1 community anchor (City of Hiawatha Water Treatment Plant) and 4 additional businesses. The Doniphan/Atchison County fiber build will consist of 38 fiber drops being installed from a Rainbow main-line redudancy fiber in place along K7 Hwy from Troy KS to the northern edge of the city limits of Atchison, Kansas.  
	0: As with all areas of rural Kansas, the positive impact is felt through out the entire area. The addition of high speed 1Gx1G fiber internet to rural residents allows for more industry, real estate growth and modern eminities brought to everyone.  It  should no longer be viewed a luxury to have high speed internet but a necessity.  As a fiber broadband provider in NE Kansas, Rainbow is actively seeking areas, like the two proposed to add as many rural residents on to our Rainbow fiber infrastructure.Rainbow is actively preparing and developing engineering plans to evaluate and propose county wide builds for Doniphan and Atchison county as the existing and future grant monies become available. The pockets of non-served and underserved areas are being identified for Atchison and Doniphan counties. Meetings and partnerships have been formed to address their county wide needs. Rainbow is a leader in Northeast Kansas as a Fiber broadband provider. As that leader, we are working towards ways to bridge the gap of non/underserved and served for the entire area with the assistance from the local government leadership and the opportunities presented from State and Federal Grant programs to provide all NE Kansas residents with high speed fiber internet. 

	Text2: 
The short term investment benefits to the community and service area of the proposed projects is the residents along the routes will benefit from a high speed fiber internet connect. It will allow more tele-health and telemedicine visits and increase on-line education opportunities for the residental areas effected, as the COVID pandemic continues to create obstacles for the residents of Kansas.  The addition of high speed internet for the businesses and anchor institutions will allow for more e-commerce opportunies and also updating of equipment and communcation tools as the world becomes more digitially and remote access driven. 

The long term investment benefits to the community and service area of the proposed projects is the addition of modern, future proof technology available to everyone. All Kansans deserve the opportunity to have access to high speed fiber internet.  Incorrect mapping, false reporting and lack of funding has creating obstacles in adequate services being provided to date. With the awareness and availability of Federal and State Grant funding, Rainbow welcomes the opportunity to be a leader in providing these services to all of Northeast Kansas. 



